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1

In which part of the world are the Netherlands located?

Europe

2

Which country is south of the Netherlands?

Belgium

3

Which country is east of the Netherlands?

Germany

4

Which country is bigger, the Netherlands or Morocco?

Morocco

5

Which country is smaller, the Netherlands or Turkey?

The Netherlands

6

What is the meaning of "Netherlands"?

low land

7

Look at the picture, what is this?

a dike

8

What happens if there are no dikes?

Netherlands will be
flooded

9

Name a big city in the 'Randstad'?

Utrecht (Amsterdam)

10

In the Netherlands, are there many people or few people? many people

11

What is the capital of the Netherlands?

Amsterdam

12

In which city is the government located?

In The Hague

13

Where does the king live?

South-Holland

14

Where is the biggest harbor?

Near Rotterdam

15

What is the name of the national airport?

Schiphol

16

Where is Schiphol located?

Near Amsterdam

17

Who helps you when you arrive in the Netherlands?

my partner

18

Are the Netherlands often wet or dry?

wet

19

When you come to the Netherlands, do you have to redo
the driving test?

yes

20

In the Netherlands, are the roads quiet or busy?

busy

21

In the Netherlands, are there many or few bicycles?

many bicycles

22

What is typical in Dutch traffic?

bicycles

23

Do Dutch people spend their time often inside or
outdoors?

inside

24

Who do you see in the picture?

Wilhelm of Orange

25

Was the king of Spain protestant or catholic?

catholic

26

How long did the war with Spain last?

80 years

27

How long does approximately the Dutch state exist, fifty
years or four hundred years?

Four hundred years

28

Were the VOC ships built for fishing or for trading?

trading

29

Who painted this painting?

Rembrandt van Rijn
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30

In the Netherlands, is there separation of religion and
state?

Yes

31

By which country were the Netherlands occupied during
the second world war?

Germany

32

Which big city was bombed in 1940?

Rotterdam

33

Why is Anne Frank famous?

she wrote a diary

34

Which Dutch colony became independent shortly after the
Indonesia
second world war?

35

From which country did many guest workers come from,
from Turkey or England?

Turkey

36

Which colony became independent in 1975?

Surinam

37

Who are these?

Maxima and WillemAlexander

38

From which country is queen Maxima?

Argentina

39

What is the name of the crown princess?

Amalia

40

Are the Netherlands a democracy?

yes

41

In which city is parliament located?

The Hague

42

What is the most important law?

the constitution

43

Who presides the council of ministers, the prime-minister
or the king?

prime-minister

44

Who meet in this room?

the second chamber

45

How often are there elections, every 4 years or every 6
years?

4 years

46

What age do you have to have to vote?

18 years

47

Do the Netherlands have 1 political party or more political
parties?

more political parties

48

What is the function of this man?

mayor

49

Is discrimination prohibited or allowed?

prohibited

50

Do women have more rights than men or equal rights?

equal rights

51

Are women in the Netherlands allowed to chose with
whom they can marry>

yes

52

Is discrimination of homosexuals prohibited or allowed?

prohibited

53

Do the Netherlands have one state-religion or more
religions?

more religions

54

Do newspapers, radio and television have freedom of
speech?

yes
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Do the Netherlands have many television channels or one
many channels
state channels?

56

Is homosexuality allowed or prohibited?

allowed

57

Is owning a gun without a permit allowed or prohibited?

prohibited

58

Is vaginal circumcision allowed or prohibited?

prohibited

59

Is women battering allowed or prohibited?

prohibited

60

Do all people in the Netherlands have the same religion?

No

61

Which language do people in the Netherlands speak?

Dutch

62

Is it important to learn Dutch?

yes

63

What do you learn in the Dutch language course

dutch language

64

Do you have to pay for a language course or is it free?

pay

65

Who pays the language course, the school or you?

me

66

In the Netherland, do only children go to school or also
adults?

also adults

67

Are birthdays celebrated in the Netherlands?

yes

68

When you go to visit someone, do you mostly make an
appointment or do you just walk in?

make an appointment

69

Grandpa's and grandma's, do they live their children or
separate?

separate

70

Why is it good to watch Dutch television with your
children?

to learn Dutch

71

Who is responsible for what the children do: the school or
the parents?

the parents

72

How old are most children when they go to school?

4 years

73

From what age is education compulsory?

from 5 yeas

74

Until what age is education compulsory?

until 18 years

75

Do children learn when they play?

yes

76

Who chooses the school for the child: the parents or the
local government?

the parents

77

Are there separate classes at school for boys and girls or
are they together in one class?

together in one class

78

Do children wear a uniform in school?

No

79

What is the boy doing at the computer?
Learning or playing?

learning

80

Secondary school, is that for children of 4 years or 12
years?

12 years
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81

Do all children from 12 years old go to the same school or
2 directions
are the 2 directions?

82

Until what age do children have to go to school?

until 18 years

83

From what age can youth make their own choice?

from 18 years

84

Insuring yourself for health costs, is that compulsory or
voluntary?

compulsory

85

Who pays for your health insurance, the local government
my partner
or your partner?

86

When you become ill, where do you go first? To the
doctor or to the hospital?

to the doctor

87

Where do you go to get medicine on prescription? To the
drugstore or to the pharmacy?

to the farmacy

88

In emergencies, where do you go? To the hospital or to
the drugstore?

to the hospital

89

Where do most specialists work?

in the hospital

90

For whom is the consultation center for older children or
for young children?

for young children

91

Who work in the Netherlands, only men or men and
women?

men and women

92

When do you have to start looking for work? As soon as
possible or later?

as soon as possible

93

Where can you find less and less work? In the industry or
in the health care?

in the industry

94

Where are many jobs available? In the agriculture or in
the health care?

in the health care

95

What is easier to find: a job in the security or in
agriculture?

in the security

96

How do you find a job easier, through family or through
the newspaper?

through family

97

Where can you register if you're looking for a job? At a
school or at a outsourcing office?

outsourcing office

98

In this meeting, does one first shake hands or does one
sit down directly?

first shake hands

99

Do you get a unemployment pay or does your partner
take care of you?

my partner

100

Is living in the Netherlands expensive or cheap?

expensive

